Prospective clinical evaluation of Momguard non-invasive prenatal test in 1011 Korean high-risk pregnant women.
Clinical performance of the Momguard non-invasive prenatal test (NIPT) was evaluated in a cohort of Korean pregnant women. The foetal trisomies 21, 18 and 13 (T21, T18 and T13) were screened by low-coverage massive parallel sequencing in the maternal blood. Among the 1011 confirmed samples, 32 cases (3.2%) had positive NIPT results. Of these positive cases, 20 cases of T21, all cases of T18 and two cases of T13 had concordant karyotype findings. Only one case out of the remaining 979 negative NIPT samples showed a false negative result. The overall sensitivity and specificity of Momguard to detect the three chromosomal aneuploidies were 96.8% and 99.8%, respectively. Momguard is a clinically useful tool for the detection of T21, T18 and T13 in singleton pregnancy. However, as other NIPT tests, it carries the risk of false positive and false negative results. Hence, the genetic counsellors should provide these limitations to the examinees.Impact StatementWhat is already known on this subject? The NIPT approach using massive parallel sequencing (MPS) showed high sensitivity and specificity in various clinical studies. These results are based on analysis systems using their own bioinformatics algorithms.What the results of this study add? When this NIPT technology was introduced in Korea, the first biological specimens collected in Korea were transported overseas for processing in overseas laboratories and analysed by other country's analysis methods. We needed our own NIPT algorithm and developed Momguard NIPT for the first time in Korea. This study attempted to evaluate this Momguard NIPT protocol prospectively in a large number of samples obtained from three Korean hospitals.What the implications are of these findings for clinical practice and/or further research? The overall sensitivity and specificity to identify T13, T18 and T21 were 96.8% and 99.8%, respectively. These accuracy values were comparable to that of other studies. From this study, we found that Momguard is a clinically useful tool for the detection of three chromosomal aneuploidies. However, as other NIPT tests, it carries the risk of false positive and false negative results. Hence, the genetic counsellors should provide these limitations to the examinees.